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RTI in the times of crisis:

World governments are faced with one of the biggest challenges of modern times. In terms of economy and politics, COVID-19 is expected to take many significant developments backwards. These are the times when states need to ensure that citizens get the valid and authentic information regarding steps and measures being taken by the state institutions. As evident, states are using this current pandemic as an excuse against the practices of RTI. Not just the citizens, but the advocates of RTI are also confronted with the problems of information obscurity by state departments. Where developing states are legislating for RTI, the proclaimed champions of transparency and freedom of information are hiding valuable information from their citizens. It is not just the duty of civil society activists to remind state institutions of their duties rather government must feel obliged to ensure that democratic values are being acted upon. Right to information is a precious tool to exercise citizen rights, and, now as situation proposes, it is one of the useful ways for citizens to access public departments. Governments oughtn’t to deny citizen queries rather modern technological tools and functions should be adopted to provide easy and appropriate information.
USA
*If you want open government, you have to fight for it*
The Daily Gazette
If the recent coronavirus outbreak has taught us anything, it’s that citizens benefit when government shares information and lose when government withholds it or obfuscates it.…

USA
*Your right to know remains paramount*
Herald Star
It’s about openness in government, not just about press relations, though it’s often the institutionalized journalist who’s on the front lines of records requests.…

India
*RTI most powerful tool for citizens*
Morung Express
The object of passing RTI was to secure access to information under the control of public authorities in order to promote transparency and accountability in the functioning of every public authority.…

Morocco
*Morocco’s CDAI Launches app to facilitate access to public information*
Morocco World News
A new law in Morocco will allow institutions to give citizens information on public matters.…

Ghana
*RTI officers in training*
Modern Ghana
Some 120 designated Right to Information law (RTI) officers from Ministries Departments and Agencies (MDAs) have been trained as part of the continuous efforts to equip officers.…

United Kingdom (UK)
*What happened to Freedom of Information?*
Politics.co.uk
Government and transparency are often uncomfortable bedfellows, but this government has taken the meaning of secrecy to a whole new level.…

USA
*What happens to the public’s right to know during a public health crisis?*
Fox6Now
Wisconsin’s Department of Justice released guidance on Monday, saying public agencies should continue posting notice about public meetings.…

Zimbabwe
*Freedom of Information bill sails through*
Zimeye
The Freedom of Information Bill and the International Treaties Bill sailed through their final stages in Parliament yesterday and now await the assent of the President before they become law.…
United Nations (UN)  
COVID-19: Governments must promote and protect free flow of information during pandemic 
Yubanet.com  
Human health depends not only on readily accessible health care. It also depends on access to accurate information about the nature of the threats and the means to protect oneself, one’s family, and one’s community…..

Bermuda  
Govt releases public access to information code 
Bernews  
The PATI Act facilitates the legal right of the public to access records held by Government entities about their structure, operations and decisions….  

Canada  
Upcoming access to information changes? It’s a secret 
The Hill Times  
The government is staying mum about a mandatory review of its previous changes to the Access to Information Act due this summer…. 